
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim congratulates Fallujah victories and confirms the
insistence of Iraqis to fulfil the liberation of the entire Iraqi soil

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, congratulated Iraqis

for the victories achieved in liberation of Fallujah and encountering the terrorist factions in

Amerli, pointing out to the magnitude of the security achievement that has been accomplished

during the past two years with the launch of the blessed Fatwa of the religious authority,

reminding the status of Iraq’s security two years ago, where the fighting was taking place on

Baghdad\'s borders and today battles are on the border Mosul and to the Rutba on the west of

Iraq.

\r\n

This was addressed during the eleventh Ramadan evening at his eminence\'s office in Baghdad

Friday, 17.06.2016 

\r\n

His eminence indicated that the accomplished achievements shows the vision depth of the wise

religious authority , that was criticized by the narrow-minded and who are posing agendas

against the religious authority, and today came to substantiate the soundness of the religious

authority’s guidance and early detection of the risk then mobilize the people against the

threat, stressing that the fatwa was to defend the Sunnis in Iraq and victories today are the

best proof of that, warning those who do not want the best and sovereignty for Iraq, and those

are who blamed us for founding of the popular forces.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim clarified that Iraq had used the bridge to Iran in the armament, because

Iran was the first to open its weapons depots to Iraq and had supported Iraq, and Iran’s

advisors were not an exception from other advisors, expressing his displeasure of those who

joined hands with Israel, yet it did not affect their Arab identity, while Iraq is criticized

to resort to a neighboring and a Muslim country, pointing the need to clarify the facts of the

Arab surroundings and adhere to the Arab identity of the state of Iraq, stressing the need for

the Iraqis to determine their own interest and not to be set according to the proportion of

other satisfaction of Iraqis. 

\r\n

Chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq pointed to the need to learn a lesson from the

destruction of the oppressors without gloating over their defeats, stating that Fallujah would

be a start mark for the liberation of Mosul and all remaining inch of Iraqi soil, noting that

ISIS will repudiate on whom had supported and financed them politically, financially and in



mass media, because ISIS are plotting evil; but the evil plot does not encompass except its own

people, this is God\'s promise and God’s ways of life in his creation, pointing to the need to

fight the oppressor who insists on his injustice until defeating the unjust, and who have the

upper hand have the power give forgiveness to those who show their regret for what they had

done.


